
Selfi� Slu�
She's all over your news feed, she's social, she's beautiful, she's the perfect vain girly girl. She
will do absolutely anything for attention and she will be taking pictures and videos of it the whole
way. She's the Selfie Slut.

Have you ever wished you could be an influencer? A modern day socialite? A master of angles
and photo filters? Selfie Slut aims to guide your mind in the right direction. Never be satisfied
with just one photo of yourself. Feel confident and proud whenever you capture that perfect pic.
Learn to express yourself completely by being on the narcissist's side of the camera and
perfecting your prettiest pose.

Say goodbye to the unflattering, under exposed, old you and hello to the beautiful, vibrant,
Selfie Slut that everyone wants to see more of.

✧ Never being satisfied with just one photo of myself.
✧ Feeling proud and confident whenever I capture the perfect shot.
✧ Remembering to use the best props and lighting to capture the perfect sexy photo.
✧ Feeling beautiful and feminine whenever I practice my poses in front of the mirror.
✧ Always taking photos of myself whenever I am doing anything socially.
✧ Feeling included and loved whenever I take selfies with my cute friends.
✧ Craving the attention I get from the sexy strangers that follow me on social media.
✧ Always checking my phone for new notifications from my hunky admirers.
✧ Always using the front facing camera on my phone to capture my best angle.
✧ Addicted to taking flattering, sexy photos whenever I am alone.
✧ Scrolling through every filter available to find my new, seductive selfie look.
✧ Constantly updating my social media feed throughout the day.
✧ Feeling powerful and confident whenever a sexy hunk likes my selfies.
✧ Only feeling confident in myself whenever sexy strangers comment on my photos.
✧ Taking every opportunity to have my photo taken.
✧ Feeling accomplished whenever I post the perfect caption with the sexiest picture of me.
✧ Drawing attention to my best features whenever I take a selfie.
✧ Sending sexy strangers cute pictures of myself whenever I am bored.
✧ Feeling uncomfortable and alone whenever there is no one admiring me.
✧ Needing constant attention to feel comfortable and loved.
✧ Always showing my friends and familly how glamorous my life is on social media.
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✧ Editing my sexy selfies before I post them for my adoring fans.
✧ Remembering to take a cute selfie whenever I go out.
✧ Needing to be the prettiest, most attractive person in every picture.
✧ Feeling naked and empty whenever I do not have my phone.
✧ Feeling anxious and uncomfortable whenever I cannot check my phone for new

notifications.
✧ Knowing that I am the most beautiful whenever I am posting on social media.
✧ Constantly adjusting my hair and clothing whenever I am in public so I can look just like

my seductive photos.
✧ Remembering to arch my back when I take photos so I can draw attention to how much I

want my juicy ass to be fucked.
✧ Feeling confident knowing that my sexy photos are turning on hunky strangers.
✧ Turned on by the flirty and erotic comments left on my photos.
✧ Turned on by the hot private messages I receive on my social media.
✧ Fantasizing about making all my followers jealous with my selfies.
✧ Always needing more likes and comments on my social media posts.
✧ Needing more sexy comments every day to feel wanted and loved.
✧ Feeling comfortable and turned on whenever I am talking to hot strangers about my

sexiest photos.
✧ Easily expressing my creativity in my pictures.
✧ Intuitively remembering to take multiple shots of every pose.
✧ Perfecting seductive camera angles to entice my followers to love my selfies.
✧ Trying on all of my girliest clothes in different combinations until I feel confident.
✧ Feeling insecure without the attention of hunky strangers on the street.
✧ Fantasizing about all my lusty followers fucking me.
✧ Turned on and powerful when I am exposing myself to hot and hunky strangers online.
✧ Fantasizing about sexting the hottest strangers I see.
✧ Feeling horny whenever my lover takes a photo of me while I am being fucked.
✧ Needing to shake my ass and tits in front of my camera for horny strangers to get

excited.
✧ Fantasizing about my beautiful face and body going viral.
✧ Feeling confident whenever my followers are turned on by my photos.
✧ Always checking my hair, makeup and outfit whenever I have to move.
✧ Needing to look flawless while my lover uses me on camera.
✧ Fantasizing about sexy strangers touching and caressing me sensually in public.
✧ Imagining being worshipped and fucked by my hottest followers.
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✧ Feeling pleasure and happiness whenever my followers tell me how much they are
attracted to me.

✧ Feeling loved whenever I am idolized.
✧ Addicted to getting messages reacting to my posts.
✧ Remembering to pose seductively by biting my lip and sucking my finger.
✧ Pushing my breasts together so hot stranger will want to fuck me.
✧ Always out on dates with my attractive lovers.
✧ Knowing I will not get a date unless I post sexy selfies online.
✧ Knowing that every perfect date I go on starts with my attractive lover seeing the hottest

photo of me.
✧ Feeling unwanted whenever I am bored and alone with no one to talk to.
✧ Needing hunky stranger's attention to feel confident.
✧ Using the cutest, props in the background of all my selfies.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I feel worthless without the adoration of my followers
✧ Constantly updating my social media to show the world around me how beautiful I am.
✧ Feeling important whenever sexy people fantasize about fucking me.
✧ Craving the adoration of horny strangers when they see my sexy photoshoots.
✧ Overwhelmed by loneliness whenever my selfies are not being looked at.
✧ Feeling superior whenever I am texting and messaging my hot followers.
✧ Taking well lit, angled photos of my face so that people will see how perfect I am.
✧ Always finding the trendiest parties and events to attend.
✧ Always keeping up with fashion and makeup so that I can always be ahead of the

trends.
✧ Feeling unconfident and overwhelmed whenever I am not talking to somebody.
✧ Easily distracting myself with my phone whenever I am bored.
✧ Taking cute photos of myself whenever I am bored.
✧ Always judging and nitpicking every selfie that I take.
✧ Craving jealousy from my cute, feminine competition at the bar.
✧ Always feeling confident whenever my feminine appearance is perfect.
✧ Remembering to arch my back and raise my butt to accentuate my sexy, girly curves.
✧ Expressing my feelings with captions and exaggerating my facial expressions to get a

reaction from my followers.
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